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Abstract: Blaise 5 web interface was used to collect data from Opt-In Pilot 2015. At the time of data
collection, a limited number of data-out utilities were available. The data extraction from Blaise 5 became
a challenging task. The available data-out options were flat file and xml data format and previously
developed tool for Blaise 4 were not working successfully with these options. Using available data-out
options in Blaise 5, the data were extracted into Blaise 4 compatible flat file. Then it was imported into
SAS, the wide tables had 11664 and 11970 variables from two survey instruments V1 and V2
respectively.
Using knowledge of core interview instruments from prior years, Blaise 4 extraction and reverse
engineering method of data transformation, the wide data files were transformed in relational data
structure. First, identify interview sections (Housing, Employment, etc.) and create data files by sections
– this is household level file with sample id (SID) as primary key. Second, identify arrays and loops from
each section and stack data by loop instance into level-one tables from each section (parent table),
remove loop-one variables from parent table. Third, some sections had nested loops (loop inside of
loop), therefore, data from these sections were further stacked by loop-two instance and loop-two
variables were removed from loop-one table. As a result of this relational transformation, the table
structure is matching with PSID 2013. Using same method, the data from All Stars 2016 can be
compared with data from PSID (CATI) 2015.
The data-out task would have been much simpler if ASCII-Relational output option in Manipula can be
made available sooner so that projects like the PSID can benefit from existing data processing tools.
A second major hurdle that we have to find a solution for with Blaise 5 is identifying questions that are ‘on
the route’ but not answered versus questions ‘not on the route’. For self-administered web questionnaires
where respondents may just skip a question, it is imperative for data processing that we can easily
identify which questions were presented and not answered so that we can properly document the
universe of each question in the codebook and generate the appropriate frequencies for valid responses.

1. Introduction

The Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) is a nationally representative longitudinal study of
approximately 9,000 U.S. families. Since 2001, the PSID has used Blaise as its main software for its data
collection. Due to the size and complexity of the instrument, PSID staff work with tables extracted in
looped blocks rather than a single flat file. As the PSID moves to more web-based or mixed mode data
collections we have begun to run pilot projects using Blaise 5.
This paper will discuss the challenges we encountered in extracting data from Blaise 5. We also discuss
potential future challenges in data handling and documentation for web-based interviews, for which
respondents’ ability to skip questions creates challenges for variable documentation.
We begin by giving you an overview of specific challenges of Blaise 5 extraction where are goal was to
extract in the same format as Blaise 4.8 CATI. Secondly, we will review the issues surrounding
determining an acceptable partial interview in the web self interviewing environment. Finally we will
discuss the data processing challenges that Blaise 5 self-administered web projects present for final
variable handling and documentation.

2. Background
In the early years of the study, the data collection instrument was a paper and pencil questionnaire. In
1992, the PSID automated the survey instrument using SurveyCraft software. By 2001, the Survey
Research Center (SRO) at the University of Michigan began using Blaise and the PSID was reprogrammed at that time based on the new software. Just as the sample continues to grow, so has the
instrument. In 1968, the first year of the PSID, the interview took approximately 20 minutes to administer
and the staff released 447 variables. By 2015, the average interview length was 78 minutes and we plan to
release 5,493 variables on the Family File.
The PSID is a family level instrument meaning that one respondent reports details about all the
individuals in the family. In order to capture individual-level information, we have to set the
threshold for array sizes higher than the average family size to allow data collection for larger
families. These large array sizes as well as the need for many embedded arrays makes flat extraction
unwieldy and cumbersome given the large number of blank positions in most interviews.
In all previous versions of Blaise, we extracted ‘relational blocks’ using an extraction tool based on
Manipula that was designed ‘in-house’ at the University of Michigan. This has allowed us to handle
the data efficiently and keep only rows which contain data while dropping blank rows. However,
with our Blaise 5 pilot projects that have launched over the last year we have faced several
challenges extracting data in the same format given the limited number of extraction tools available
in Blaise 5 at the time of data collection.

3. Blais
se 5 Data Extraction
n and Rela
ational Trransforma
ation
At the tim
me of Opt-In Pilot
P
2015, Bllaise 5 Manipula extractionn with ASCIII-relational ouutput was not
available. As previoussly developed
d tools did nott work with B
Blaise 5data ouut options, thherefore, data
extraction
n became a ch
hallenging task.
The goal of
o this task was
w to create SAS
S
data filess which are reelational and hhave same strructure as PSIID
2015 so th
hat data can easily
e
be comp
pared between two waves of data collecction. In ordeer to achieve tthis
goal, widee format extraaction and rev
verse engineeering approachh were used tto transform ddata into desirred
relational structure.
Blaise ET
TL tools (expo
ort functions) are availablee from “Homee” and “Data Viewer” tabss. ETL Exporrt
function from
f
“Home”” tab does not export all casses. It only kkeeps 400 casees from the ddatabase – the first
400, the laast 400 or a raandom set of 400 cases, we don’t know
w.
3.1 Data Extraction:
E
After
A
careful examination of all tabs andd available opptions, below
w are steps thaat we
have used
d for successfu
ful extraction.
1. Open
O
Blaise 5 database by “Browse
“
Dataabase” optionn from “Homee” tab. Withh database opeened,
it also opens “D
Data Viewer”” tab.
2. Frrom “Data Viiewer” tab, cllick “Export Data”
D
and Sellect Output Foormat as beloow.

3. Select Output File
F Specificaation as below
w and click N
Next

4. Sk
kip Blaise Daata Interface File
F (click Neext), select Exxport from “D
Data Exporter”” tab

a open textt have been ex
xtracted in tw
wo files. The wide data filee PSID15.txt has
With these steps, data and
1489 dataa rows (observ
vations) and 11664
1
column
ns (variables)). The delimiiter is as speccified in step ##3
above. Th
he first row iss column head
der, which wiill be processeed further to create sectionns and sub-section
from the wide
w file.

3.2 SAS Transformat
T
tion: Using kn
nowledge of previous
p
yearr core intervieew instrumentts and reversee
engineerin
ng method, wide
w data file was
w transform
med in relationnal data struccture. First, iddentify intervview
sections (A
A, BC, F, G, R, W, P, H, M,
M KL and J1/J2) and creaate data files bby sections – this is househhold
level file with
w sample id
i (SID) as prrimary key. Second,
S
identiify arrays andd loops from eeach section aand
stack dataa by loop-one instance into
o child level taables from paarent table, rem
move loop-onne variables ffrom
parent tab
ble. Third, secctions P, H an
nd J has nesteed loops (loopp inside of looop), thereforee, data from thhese
sections were
w further sttacked by loo
op-two instancce and loop-tw
wo variables were removeed from loop-one
table. As a result of th
his transformaation, V1 dataabase has 52 ttables and 25554 variables. The resultingg
table struccture is match
hing with PSIID 2015 core, therefore, th e relational sttructure can bbe used to com
mpare
data between CATI 2015. Below arre details of trransformationn process:
1. Create
C
SAS tab
ble from widee file, the tablle has 1489 roows and 116664 columns
2. Id
dentify section
ns and sub-seection from co
olumn headerrs extracted byy the extractiion process. IIn
wide
w file, sectiion A has 149
9 variables, it has three subb-sections – m
mortgage, foreeclosure and
co
omputer usag
ge –, each sub-section has two
t loops.

section A
…..
…
mortgage insstance #1
…..
…
mortgage insstance #2
…..
…

…..
…
foreclosure iinstance #1
…..
…
foreclosure iinstance #2
…..
…
…..
…
computer ussage instance #1
…..
…
computer ussage instance #2
…..
…

how heated
…..
…
end of sectioon A
Section BC has 1040 variab
bles from wid
de file and sevveral sub-secttions, and each sub-sectionn has
10
0 loops. Secttions P, H and
d J have secon
nd level nestiing which maakes relationall conversion m
more
co
omplicated.
3. Frrom our expeerience with PSID
P
data, Section A (pareent table) has one row per ssampleid (primary
keey), and morttgage, foreclo
osure and com
mputer usage ((child tables) are sub-sectiions where eaach
ro
ow is unique by
b sampleid and
a instance number.
n
We used SAS daata step prograaming to writte
SA
AS code. It created
c
tabless for all loops within each ssub-section annd then all looops were staccked.
a. SAS code for foreclosure loop #1

b. SAS code for foreclosure loop #2

m foreclosure lloops
c. SAS code for stacking data from

4. The
T above exaample is from two loops an
nd two variablles and outpuut table is one level below tthe
paarent table. The
T process becomes moree complicatedd when outputt tables are tw
wo steps deepeer
an
nd/or loops arre significantlly large numb
ber.
3.3 Missin
ng data:
1. Numeric
N
variab
bles from loo
ops as specifieed in Blaise ddata-model, caan assume nuumeric or
ch
haracters dataa type in SAS
S, when delim
mited file is reaad into SAS uusing data steep and “dsd”
op
ption. In wid
de file, each in
nstance is sep
parate set of vvariables. If a numeric variiable has missing
daata on the firsst row then itss data type is set as charactter. Thereforre, same variaable from diffferent
in
nstances have mixed data types
t
and the stacking proccess can’t stacck instance taables successffully.
2. Characters
C
varriables from different
d
instan
nces can be oof different lenngth. If instaance-1 variablle has
sm
maller length from other vaariables, then
n stacking proocess is going to need addittional adjustm
ment,
ellse data will be
b truncated in
n the stacking
g process.
In the abssence of ASCIIIRelational output
o
optionss from Blaisee5 and Manipuula, the data eextraction tassk
from Blaise 5 databasee needed lots of
o resources, good understtanding of PS
SID questionnnaire from preevious
waves and
d excellent daata managemeent skills in SAS.
S

4. Determining a completed interview
The PSID has started completing supplemental interviews to the main study by offering respondents
mixed mode data collection using primarily a Web/PAPI protocol. The web collected records pose several
challenges for the data processing team. The first main challenge is the handling of partially completed
interviews. In CATI interviews the interviewer codes an interim or final disposition based on whether an
interview has gone far enough to be considered a partial. In contrast, with self-administered web
interviews we do know when a form has been submitted by the respondent but we do not have a sense of
its ‘completeness’. For those cases where an interview has been started but not yet submitted we are also
unsure about its status and about whether the respondent will go back and make further attempts to
complete it. These ambiguities make it more difficult to monitor data collection while it is in the field and
add extra burden for data processing staff to adjudicate which cases we will accept as completed
interviews for the final dataset.
In CATI mode, the interviewer develops a sense of item-level refusals and may in fact suspend the
interview or code the case out a refusal if the respondent refuses to answer a large proportion of
questions. Alternatively, interviewers alert the processing team of problematic cases by triggering a flag
in the observation section of the interview. These interviewer-initiated triggers for further scrutiny are not
possible in self-administered web surveys and alternative approaches are required to deem an interview an
acceptable completed case: For web self-administered surveys, the Data Processing (DP) team works
closely with the lead researcher to determine an acceptable level of item nonresponse based on the forms
submitted by the respondent that are automatically coded as complete by the sample management system.
Generally we may look at the entire sample and determine the average number of variables with nonmissing values to determine the acceptable threshold. This approach presents challenges as instruments
increase in complexity and the number of variables ‘on-route’ or ‘off-route’ (see below) varies
significantly between interviews. In many situations, cases with questionable ‘completeness’ have to be
reviewed on a case by case basis, which is often time-consuming.

5. Problem of determining questions ‘on-route’ vs ‘off-route’
One of the most basic fundamentals in data documentation is identifying the universe of each variable. In
the PSID, we have long documented the inverse of the universe in our codebooks (Figure A). The INAP
(Inappropriate code) lists the criteria the respondent met in order to skip this particular question.

Figure A: Example Codebook for PS
SID Family Level
L
Variablee in CATI

In a CATII interview, we
w can determ
mine which qu
uestions are skkipped easilyy because all qquestions thatt are
‘on-route’’ (i.e. those th
hat are presen
nted based on pathing) musst be answeredd by the interrviewer even if the
response is
i ‘Don’t Kno
ow’ or ‘Refussed’. In contraast, in self-adm
ministered web intervieweers the generaal
norm is to
o simply let th
he respondentt pass a questiion without aan answer. Sim
milarly, ‘Donn’t Know’ or
‘Refused’ are not expliicit options av
vailable to thee respondent at all as the aaim is to encouurage the
responden
nt to provide a valid (non-m
missing respo
onse).
For web data-out
d
in Blaise 5 there iss no distinctio
on between vaariables with a system misssing code beccause
that variab
ble was ‘off-rroute’ (i.e. tho
ose variables that are neverr presented baased on pathiing) versus a
system miissing code because the vaariable was ‘o
on-route’ but tthe respondennt did not provide a responnse
but insteaad just skipped
d the question
n. Determinin
ng the differennce between tthese two scenarios is
imperative once we mo
ove to the doccumentation stage
s
that des cribes the uniiverse of thosse who did noot
his question beecause of rou
uting. Becausee this critical distinction is not currentlyy a feature thaat we
receive th
have, the Data Processing (DP) team
m must essenttially re-writee all the skip ppatterns in thee Blaise
instrumen
nt using cleaning/analysis software
s
like SAS. The DP
P team membbers use the ‘B
Box and Arrow
w’
(Figure B) or visual do
ocumentation of the questio
onnaire oftenn written in a W
Word documeent to determ
mine
all the posssible skip paatterns and asssign a unique code to quesstions that aree empty becauuse they were ‘offroute’.

Figure B: Example PSI
SID Box and Arrow
A
Docum
mentation of C
CATI Questionnnaire

For basic questionnairees with few sk
kip patterns, this
t is not undduly burdensoome. Howeveer, if we plan to
attempt daata collection
n on the web with
w more com
mplex instrum
ments containning many looops, arrays, annd
embedded
d arrays this becomes
b
ever more challen
nging for the S
SAS program
mmer and erroor prone. Unliike
the Blaisee programmin
ng phase, whicch includes many
m
rounds oof testing by sseveral testerss, the SAS
programm
mers do not haave the same amount of tim
me or testing rresources to ccheck their prrograms and
output forr integrity.
Writing th
he logic of thee entire questtionnaire by both
b
the Blaisee programmeer and then aggain by the SA
AS
programm
mer is also exttremely ineffiicient and maay affect data integrity if thhe SAS prograammer makess an
error in deetermining th
he correct skip
p flow (Figuree C). It also m
may offset som
me of the presumed cost
savings off having the respondent
r
ratther than the interviewer ccomplete the qquestionnaire. Since the Bllaise
system kn
nows which questions
q
weree ‘on-route’ vs
v ‘off-route’ at the time off the interview
w based on thhe
data modeel version, it appears
a
there should be a way
w to comm
municate thosee differences iin the storagee and
extraction
n of data from
m the bdbx auttomatically.

ped Variabless to Not Ascerrtained (NA) = 9
Figure C:: Example SAS code for Reecoding Skipp

6. Conclusion and Summary
Using knowledge of core interview instruments from prior years, Blaise 4 extraction and reverse
engineering method of data transformation, the wide data files from Blaise 5 were transformed into
relational data structure. First, identify interview sections (Housing, Employment, etc.) and create data
files by sections – this is household level file with sample id (SID) as primary key. Second, identify
arrays and loops from each section and stack data by loop instance into level-one tables from each section
(parent table), remove loop-one variables from parent table. Third, some sections had nested loops (loop
inside of loop), therefore, data from these sections were further stacked by loop-two instance and looptwo variables were removed from loop-one table. As a result of this relational transformation, the table
structure is matching with PSID 2015.
It is likely that many large surveys like the PSID will continue to explore data collection via the web
given cost-cutting pressures from funders as well as increasing respondent coverage as more and more
families gain access to computers and the internet. The expectation from both funders and the user
community is that data collected via the web will have the same standards of cleaning and documentation
as data collected via CATI.
The current tools offered in Blaise 5 do not allow us to easily check and assign appropriate codes for ‘onroute’ but not answered versus ‘off-route’. This is a significant drawback for data processing and
documentation. If tools could be provided to automatically assign fields with this distinction then we
could also build on that information to help us come up with algorithms for determining ‘completeness’
of a web interview. Instead of case-by-case checking of completeness we could flag outliers that have
more than the average share of missing responses by dividing the number of presented but skipped
questions by the number of overall questions that were ‘on-route’.

